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Trail, BC 
May 16, 2019 
3:30 p.m. PT 

RDKB Emergency Program closely monitoring river levels in the Boundary  

- Residents advised to stay clear of rapidly rising creeks and rivers. 

Emergency officials at the Regional District of Kootenay Boundary Emergency Program are currently 
monitoring river levels forecasted to rise quickly in the Boundary. Between 15 and 30 millimeters of rain are 
expected in the region over the next 48 hours.  

“After such a long stretch of sunny weather, we just want residents to be aware that there may be a rapid rise in 
stream and river levels and muddy water that contains debris lifted from banks and channels,” said Mark 
Stephens, Interim Manager of Emergency Programs at the RDKB. “We ask that residents exercise an abundance 
of caution around watercourses because riverbanks that may have been stable in the past could now be 
unstable after damage from 2018 flooding and may give way.”  

Current river levels in the Boundary are below a two-year return level, which can be interpreted as average or 
typical for freshet in the region.  

The RDKB is working collaboratively with the BC River Forecast Centre who have indicated that the snowpack in 
the Boundary is almost gone. The snow that remains now is about one third of the amount that remained in the 
mountains this time last year. The expected rise in river levels will occur due to rain in the forecast rather than 
melting snow.  

The RDKB encourages residents to register for the RDKB Emergency Alerting System at  
https://ca.voyent-alert.com/vras/user-registration.html.  

Anyone who sees erosion or flooding can contact the Provincial Emergency Coordination Centre at 1- 800-663-
3456. 
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Photo caption: Woody debris is show ing up in Boundary rivers as snow  rapidly melts. Rain in the 
forecast w ill further increase river levels and hazards due to high water. (Photo credit: Norm 
Ohlhausen - Friends of the Kettle River Facebook page) 
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https://www.rdkb.com/NewsReleases.aspx
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More 
information: 
 

  Mark Stephens 
Interim Manager of Emergency 
Programs 
250-368-7037(cell) 
em@rdkb.com 

Frances Maika, Corporate Communications 
Officer 
250-368-0233 or 250-231-3172 (cell)  
fmaika@rdkb.com 

 

The RDKB serves more than 31,000 residents in eight incorporated municipalities and five unincorporated 
electoral areas. The RDKB stretches across 8,200 square kilometres from Champion Lakes in the east all the 
way to Big White in the west. Our services include recreation and culture, planning, building inspection, 
environmental programs, economic development and public safety services for fire and other emergencies. 
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